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Dear Madam Chairperson, I must congratulate you for being elected to chair the XIX 

session of the WGIP. From your statement on the first day we have learn that this is 

your last year but I can assure you that the concern that you have for the IP will be 

recorded in history of the IP. I on behalf of the Indigenous/Tribal Peoples Development 

Centre of Borok people of Tripura/ Twipra bring greetings to all of you-the members of 

the Working Group, Government delegates, UN specialized agencies, NGOs, Groups 

and individuals working in the field of IP and lastly my indigenous friends from all 

parts of the world. It is indeed a great pleasure to be present in this XIX Session of the 

UNWGIP in Geneva and present the cases of the indigenous people of Tripura/ Twipra 

in this august house. All my indigenous friends from all parts of the world will well 

agree with me that the indigenous peoples life is a struggle in all fronts-everyday, 

everywhere and anywhere. There are people who knowingly or unknowingly wanted to 

destroy and harm us in the past and are active even now, have upset the once 

harmonious balance with nature that was maintained by us for generations together. Not 

only that even made us fight amongst ourselves so that when we remain divided the 

non-IP get yet another chance of sharing benefits meant for us. The case is the same in 

the case of the indigenous Borok people of Tripura/Twipra. 

I have already had the opportunity in the 18 l h Session of UNWGIP to highlight as to 

how the indigenous people have become minority in our own land and all the resources 

of ours are now in the hands of the non-indigenous illegal migrants. The main concern 

is the rapid increase of percentage of population of the non-indigenous illegal migrants 

thereby reducing the percentage of population of the indigenous people. We are now 

only 30% of the total population. These illegal migrants have now acquired Indian 



citizenship and are systematically exploiting & dominating us in all fronts, taking 

protection under the Indian Constitution, where rule of majority is the main guiding 

principle. 

The Indian government is turning a deaf ear to the genuine struggles of the indigenous 

peoples for survival in our own land. The frustrations of the youth of late have led to 

arm struggles for survival, which the non-indigenous and governments both at the 

Centre & State would like to degrade the genuine struggles of the indigenous people by 

using terminology like extremist/ insurgents/ anti-social/ misguided youths etc. Worst 

of all is being termed as secessionist/ anti-national. The genuine issues of the IP and 

their movement to improve their condition are treated as law and order problems. No 

concern authorities have so far, till today given any thoughts to the genuine cause of the 

youth unrest. It is always projected by the government and non-IP that the problems are 

the creation of the IP but let me tell you that whatever the steps taken by the IP are only 

for our self-defense to protect the traditional rights for self-determination and protection 

of human rights. 

In the name of counter insurgency it is only the IP who are the worst affected and the 

worst form of human rights violations are taking place everyday. The areas where IP 

live have been declared as Disturbed Areas and maximum numbers of security forces 

are posted in this region. Not only that the various laws such as the Armed Forces 

special Act 1958 etc operating so that the IP can be harassed, tortured, detained. The 

government security forces have no mercy & sympathy for the IP. Any one merely on 

suspicion is being detained, tortured, intimidated and worst of all women and children 

are also not spared. Many villages of the IP were burnt, many people died & wounded. 

The security forces raped women and minor girls but such happening always goes 

unnoticed, as we do not have any mass media of our own. If at all such cases are 
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brought to the notices of the government it is always denied and sometime given 

political colors. Few days before I left, in my village a pregnant woman of seven 

months was tortured and beaten up and forcing the termination of pregnancy. This is 

just one case that I am citing and there are many more such cases. Apart from the 

government forces the non-IPs insurgents also attack the innocent IP and many of the IP 

were killed and kidnapped by them. Such incidents never surface and it is the IP people 

who are the worst victims of violations of basic human rights. Just this morning I 

received a message from home that at Agartala (the capital) market where few IP used 

to come from the villages to sell vegetables were bombed by the non-IP leading to the 

death of Ranjan Debbarma 60years on the spot and wounding thirteen others IPM*""*,us' 

Land is the basic need of the indigenous people for their identification as well as 

survival. However, the alien land Laws and Acts such as Tripura Land Revenue & Land 

Reforms Act 1960 & amendment thereafter, did not recognize the age-old traditional 

land rights of the IP. The main economy of the IP is the shifting cultivation and those 

areas were not brought under the laws & act. Rather all those agricultural lands of the IP 

were brought under the reserved forest. At the same time the age old traditional village 

boundaries were altered with a view to create misunderstanding among the IP. The 

government changed the names of the indigenous villages, rivers, roads etc. officially in 

order to suit the administration run by the non-IP. The laws and acts in fact gave land 

rights in all the fertile areas to the non-indigenous illegal migrants, who now dominate 

us in every sphere. 

The flung interior areas where the IP live are infested with malaria & epidemic takes 

place every year? The government hardly bothers to set up health centers in such areas, 

[f there be a center then it is with out any doctor. At times the government used to 

conduct health camps for eyewash. 
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The road communications are the worst in the areas where IP live. The existing roads 

are no longer functional and unfit for to walk on foot. That is why when any epidemic 

takes place such as gastro entities the patients die before being brought to the nearest 

health center. At the same time it takes days together for the administration to come to 

know about the happenings in the far-flung areas. The condition of the roads are not the 

same everywhere and it is only in those areas where practically no roads maintained by 

the government exist where the IP are predominant. 

Educations in the IP dominated areas are in a dilapidated condition. If there is the 

existence of a school building then there is the absence of teachers. If there are teachers 

then there are no schools building. The dropout rate is so high among the indigenous 

students that there are more children out of school then in school. It is estimated that 

about 75-80% dropout of schooling in the primary level itself. The IP are forced to 

study the language of the non-IP, as the language of the non-IP is the state language. 

In any developmental activities carried out for the IP by the government whether by the 

Central or State, the IP were never consulted. So far the government imposes the entire 

so-called developmental programs on the IP. Millions of rupees are spent every year but 

the net result is insignificant. Rather the Government seems to enjoy having program 

for the IP of similar kind of scheme knowing fully well that it will not benefit the IP. 

Although the fund is earmarked for the development of the IP but in reality such money 

is spend for the benefit of others but in paper it will show that the fund is spent for the 

IP. The half heart activities of the government for the so-called developmental scheme 

for the IP are with out any question leading us to death trap. The IP who are inducted 

for rehabilitation under the scheme called Jhumia Rehabilitation i.e. rehabilitation for 

shifting cultivators are all taken up in the far-flung interior areas where there is no 
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facilities for road communications, health care, safe drinking water etc. And above all, 

there is no scope for on the spot evaluations. Paper adjustment of funds are made and 

make belief progress reports are submitted where the IP are one step behind the 

developmental process. 

I would like to make some specific recommendations that: 

1 .The government must take immediate steps without further delay to protect the rights 

of the IP. 

2.The Government must take immediate steps to solve the problems of illegal migrants 

and further ensure that strong measures are taken in this regard. 

3.The Land laws and Acts, which is responsible for the alienation of IPs land, must be 

revised and recognize the inalienable land rights of the IP, 

4.The IP must be consulted first if any developmental work is to be carried out in the 

area of the IP and no such developmental work should be carried out without consulting 

the IP. 

5.All the laws specially the Arms Forces special powers Act 1958 etc. must be 

withdrawn from the IPs area immediately. At the same time take immediate steps for 

restoration and protection of human rights. 

Thank you, Madam chair. 

Please contact us at: 

Indigenous/ Tribal peoples Development Centre. 
Mission Compound, 

Post Office: Arundhutinagar, 
Agartala- 799003.TRIPURA.INDIA. 
#91-381 -233227/ 231819(Fax) 

e-mail: sdbarma@ivcos.i'om 


